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Abstract This commentary addresses the essential science and return‐on‐investment related to radiation
risks for airline passengers and crews. The focus is on two recent NASA efforts to obtain data on radiation
at and above commercial flight altitudes. Given that cosmic ray fluxes will likely be the highest since the
dawn of the aviation age during the upcoming solar minimum, measuring high‐altitude radiation dose and
turning those data into useful information for aviation operators, schedulers, and frequent flyers will provide
support for key decisions.

1. Introduction

Worldwide, most airline passengers on the more than 100,000 flights scheduled each day take security
screening, seat belts, and electronic devices in airplane mode as their ritual price for aviation safety. Per mile,
air travel is the safest form of travel. However, during flights, passengers and crews are exposed to invisible
radiation, and understanding these risks remains a central scientific challenge. Exposure is greatest in long‐
haul and high‐altitude flights, especially over the poles, and these flights are increasing. During times of calm
space weather, travelers on flights from say, Chicago to Beijing, over the north pole get the equivalent radia-
tion dose of a chest X‐ray (~0.1 mSv) [e.g., Meier et al., 2009; Bennett et al., 2012, 2013; Joyce et al., 2016;
Tobiska et al., 2016]. One millisievert is the recommended, annual general‐public limit. In a 2015 epidemiol-
ogy study, Grajewski et al. [2015] reported that cosmic radiation and circadian disruption are potential
reproductive hazards for flight attendants.

Aviation radiation in the form of high‐energy particles comes from two sources: (1) episodic eruptions from
the Sun and (2) a nearly constant flow of particles coming in all directions from outside our solar system accel-
erated to near light speed during cataclysmic events at distant stars and galaxies. These are known as cosmic
ray primaries or galactic cosmic rays—GCRs. As suggested in Figure 1, when both types of particles enter
Earth’s upper atmosphere, as well as when they encounter aircraft components, they produce and scatter
additional high‐energy particles into broad ionizing showers (think of a well‐struck cue ball with enough
energy to shatter other balls on the pool table). These showers of high‐energy particles can modify healthy
human cells by breaking DNA strands or by producing chemical radicals that alter cell function. Such interac-
tions increase cancer risk and produce other harmful health effects. Aviation electronics are also susceptible
to rogue GCRs. The possibility of single event effects in critical avionics drives the need for redundancy.

Earth’s magnetic field and atmosphere shield life at Earth’s surface from most of these high‐energy particles.
But the exposure increases with altitude and is higher for those living in highmountains and higher still when
flying. Astronauts receive an even higher dose. Flights in polar regions are most susceptible because Earth’s
geomagnetic field lines open to space over each pole, and their shielding effect is thus lost. Airline crews and
frequent over‐the‐pole globe‐trotters accumulate high aviation radiation doses. A 2006 decadal review of the
National Space Weather Program (NSWP) urged the U.S. federal government to take a deeper look at the
situation, especially for aircrews. [Federal Coordinator for Meteorology, 2006].

The technical challenge in answering the 2006 NSWP charge lies in the following: To support modeling and
forecasting efforts, radiation measurements must cover GCR flux in the vicinity of Earth and through the full
range of atmospheric altitudes, latitudes, and solar cycle activity. Additionally, as noted byMertens [2016] “…
physics‐based models must accurately predict the cosmic ray primary particles incident at the top of the
atmosphere and the subsequent secondary particle production interactions and transport processes at
all altitudes above commercial flight levels, in order to yield accurate radiation exposure predictions at avia-
tion altitudes.”
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A number of efforts were started to
produce the needed measurements.
Before 2009, NASA’s Living With a
Star Program supported develop-
ment of an Earth‐Moon‐Mars
Radiation Environment Module, a
simulation scheme to baseline
understanding of the space environ-
ment outside Earth’s protective
atmosphere and magnetosphere
[Schwadron, 2009]. Late in 2009 the
Cosmic Ray Telescope for the Effects
of Radiation (CRaTER) on board
the NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter set out for lunar orbit to mea-
sure GCR effects. CRaTER observa-
tions allowed investigators to sort
out the constituent, heavy‐ion GCR
components outside of Earth’s atmo-
sphere, and estimate radiation dose
beyond Earth’s atmosphere. As a
result of the remarkably weak solar
activity in 2009–2010 CRaTER
observed the highest GCR fluxes in
the space age [Schwadron et al.,
2014]. These data provide some of
the background for NASA’s 2015
Radiation Dosimetry Experiment
(RaD‐X) stratospheric balloon mission
flown in 2015.

The RaD‐X mission addressed many
of the uncertainties associated with
aviation radiation and paved the
way for low‐cost follow‐on studies
[Mertens, 2016]. The RaD‐X mission
included ground and aircraft mea-
surements to complement the bal-

loon flights and a myriad of modeling efforts. Modeling and ground‐based calibration of the different
instruments (primarily dosimeters) were key aspects of the experiment that solidified the study conclusions.
Industry and international partners extended geographical and temporal coverage of the study [Meier et al.,
2016; Tobiska et al., 2016]. A citizen‐science, balloon‐launching project run by high school students [Phillips
et al., 2016] and an ongoing project by a commercial space weather company [Tobiska et al., 2016] continue
a more narrowly scoped version of the study at present. Results from the latter are reported in near real time
at http://sol.spacenvironment.net/raps_ops/current_files/globeView.html.

RaD‐X made the first benchmark, flight‐averaged, dosimetric measurements at seven altitudes from 8 to
32 km (typical commercial aircraft cruise at 8–11 km; the Concorde reached 18 km) with total uncertainty
of the measurements less than the 30% [Mertens et al., 2016]. This achievement was supported by:
Prelaunch exposure of the RaD‐X instruments to calibrated radiation sources at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory [Straume et al., 2016] and a simulation of how the balloon payload structure modified
the ambient radiation environment observed by the instruments [Gronoff et al., 2016].

During the stratospheric balloon flight, multihour, high‐altitude, dosimetric measurements were made with
four types of dosimeters, at altitudes where observations are relatively sparse. Further, the measurements
were made in locations of the geomagnetic field where aviation radiation model uncertainty is high. The

Figure 1. The complex radiation environment at and above commercial
aviation altitudes due to galactic cosmic rays and solar energetic particles
[Tobiska et al., 2016].
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new measurements should reduce model uncertainty by nearly a factor of 2 for very high energy parti-
cles. In the weeks and months surrounding the balloon flight specially equipped aircraft monitored the
radiation field from aviation altitudes to provide a measure of radiation variability [Meier et al., 2016;
Tobiska et al., 2016].

In addition to the technical challenges of planning and coordinating the RaD‐X mission, there was (and is) an
underlying measurement‐calibration issue. The primary dosimetric quantity, effective body dose that is most
directly related to biological risk, is not a practical quantity to measure [Mertens, 2016]. Instead, researchers
measure a proxy called ambient dose equivalent, which can be obtained from microdosimeter measure-
ments combined with certain calibration factors. Determining the calibration factors requires numerous dif-
ficult intercomparisons [Hands et al., 2016; Norman et al., 2016].

Flight postanalysis included numerous comparisons: (1) intercomparison of different methods and tech-
nologies for continuous monitoring of human exposure in the aviation radiation environment, (2) inter-
comparison of the Nowcast of Atmospheric Ionizing Radiation for Aviation Safety [Mertens et al., 2013] and
Professional Aviation Dose Calculator radiation transport models [Matthiä et al., 2014], (3) use and compar-
ison of three different GCR models to determine the energetic particle input at the edge of Earth’s
atmosphere, and (4) comparisons against ongoing aircraft and balloon measurements that employ smaller
and simpler dosimeter technologies.

Why does all of these efforts matter? Several reasons are the following: First, in the early 1990s the
International Commission of Radiological Protection (ICRP) reported that commercial aircrews received the
largest effective radiation dose compared to other terrestrial radiation workers monitored during the same
interval (reaffirmed by the U.S. National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements [National
Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements, 2009] and the ICRP in 2016, [International Commission of
Radiological Protection, 2016]). By 2000, the European Union required that its aircrews be monitored.
However, in most countries, including the U.S., aircrews are the only occupational group exposed to unquan-
tified and undocumented radiation levels over the duration of their careers.

Second, there is no agreed‐upon standard for microdosimetery on aircraft. Assessment of long‐term health
risks will be on much firmer ground with cross‐calibrated dosimeters.

Third, and perhaps the most important to aircrews and over‐the‐pole frequent flyers, we are entering a phase
of the solar cycle (solar minimum) when solar activity naturally calms, allowing GCRs easy access to Earth
[Mrigakshi et al., 2013]. Since the Sun has recently been less active than in previous solar cycles the upcoming
solar minimum is expected to be deep, with the Sun producing fewer disturbances and the Sun’s magnetic
halo becoming smoother and sheet like. In comparison to a lumpy magnetic halo during active times, the
smooth halo is less efficient at scattering GCRs back to the interstellar space. With the forecast for reduced
solar magnetic activity in the near term, frequent flyers can expect an uptick in radiation exposure. To make
the situation even more interesting, the full magnetic reconfiguration cycle for the Sun is 22 years in length.
The configuration of the Sun’s magnetic field for the next few years should allow even easier GCR access to
Earth [e.g., Schwadron et al., 2014; Miyake et al., 2017].

Finally, improved modeling will help mitigate the effects of the aforementioned episodic eruptions from the
Sun that also affect aviation. If an extreme space weather event were to take place, passengers and aircrew
could be exposed to doses in excess of radiation protection annual limits in a single flight [Matthiä et al., 2009;
Kataoka et al., 2015]. RaD‐X results highlight the importance of improving our understanding of the aviation
radiation environment with well‐calibrated instruments. The routine flying of suitable in‐flight radiation
monitors would not only build on this work but also have the potential to provide information on, and per-
haps even early warnings for, extreme space weather that affects aviation.

From the standpoint of aviation radiation exposure, measuring high‐altitude radiation dose with cross‐
calibrated instruments and turning those measurements into useful information for decision makers and fre-
quent flyers is essential science that serves a societal need and should be continued. NASA’s Rad‐X mission,
supplemented by data from the CRaTER experiment, has provided a low‐cost starting point for the types of
measurements for understanding this invisible and increasing risk to aviation safety as travelers access
longer‐ and higher‐altitude flights during an era of naturally rising cosmic ray flux. Rad‐X, CRaTER, and obser-
vational efforts in other countries have just gotten the ball rolling. Going forward, scientists need to translate
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knowledge gained into standard and practical measures to (1) assess long‐term health concerns for crews
and passengers and (2) to prepare for a major solar‐driven space weather radiation event that could force
flight diversions or groundings due to anticipated over exposure.
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